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In recent years, the disputes happened frequently that the villagers committee 
violates the democracy agreed principles in agriculture, forestry contract or trees 
transfered contract, which becomes the hot and difficulty for the trial of the People's 
Count. The author is to be from the trial standpoint to analyse and proof the process of 
the case acceptance, truth identification, the identification of the contract validity in 
violation of democratic principles agreed.Then summarize and analyse the obstacles 
in the case trial ,try to explore the alternative ways to solve such cases more 
effectively,.  
This article is consists of five chapters besides the preface and conclusion: 
Chapter 1 Summary the cases in violation of democratic principles agreed. The 
author mainly introduces the concept and law of democratic principles agreed and 
tells us the concept,characteristics, types of the case in violation of democratic agreed 
principles 
Chapter 2 The case acceptance in violation of democratic principles agreed.  
After abolishing the "Supreme people's Court to accept and hear the disputes of the 
Agriculture Contract Issues (Trial)"which  results in whether to accept cases in 
violation of democratic agreed principles or not.  And the author analyses and 
prooves the disputes of the requirement for the plaintiff subject qualification in case 
acceptance .Also to analyse and study the newest villagers committee institutes the 
lawsuit on the grounds of the former villagers committee in violation of democratic 
principles agreed.  
Chapter 3 Identifying the Violation of democratic principles agreed. To analysis 
and study the burden of proof in violation of democratic agreed principles and 
severals common identification for the democratic agreed procedures. 
Chapter 4 The validity of the contract in violation of democratic principles 














established of the apparent representive argument, the validity of the contract and the 
law applicable in Violation of democratic principles agreed 
Chapter 5  Studying alternative ways will be to solve the obstacles and 
discputes more effectively in the case of violating democratic agreed principles. And 
to summarize and analyse the obstacles in the in the trial of the cases, and provide 
four kinds of alternative ways to solve such cases more effectively. 
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